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"OOK 2EVIEW
±4HE !GES OF 'OLD² BY 4IMOTHY 'REEN
'OLD  HAS  ALWAYS  FASCINATED  MAN  THROUGHOUT  THE  AGES  ! 
UNIQUE  METAL  WITH  A  BEAUTIFUL  DEEP  YELLOW  COLOUR  AND 






!ND  THIS  LED OVER  TIME  TO OUR  CURRENT  INDUSTRIALISED  SOCIETY 
BASED ON SCIENCE  TECHNOLOGY





OF  POWER  AND  WEALTH  OVER  THE  LAST    YEARS  4HE  BOOK 
COVERS THE MINES MARKETS MERCHANTS MINTS AND GOLDSMITHS 
























AND  THIS  INCLUDES  PROBABLY  THE  BEST  KNOWN  GOLD  ARTEFACT 
THE DEATH MASK OF 4UTANKHAMUN )T IS A PERIOD THAT ½RED MY 
INTEREST  IN  HISTORY  'OLD  MINING  WAS  IMPORTANT  DURING  THIS 
TIME  TOO  4HE  FOLLOWING  CHAPTERS  COVER  THE -EDITERRANEAN 
CIVILISATIONS ¯ -INOANS 0HOENICIANS %TRUSCANS AND THE LIKE AS 
WELL AS 0ERSIA AND THE ½RST GOLD COINS OF +ING #ROESUS 
4HE  SECOND PART  ³%MPIRES´  COVERS  THE GREAT  CIVILISATIONS 
OF #HINA 2OME "YZANTIUM AND THE RISE OF )SLAM ALL OF WHOM 










INIMITABLE  STYLE  )T  IS  ONE  THAT  READERS  WILL  FREQUENTLY  DIP 
INTO TO LEARN MORE ABOUT A PARTICULAR PERIOD OR CIVILISATION IN 
GOLD´S HISTORY OR TO CHECK UP ON FACTS !NYONE WITH AN INTEREST 
IN GOLD WILL ENJOY READING  IT AND ½ND MUCH TO  LEARN    )T  IS A 






PAGES  PRICE    4HIS  BOOK  CAN  BE  BOUGHT  ONLINE  AT 
HTTPSHOPGFMSCOUK
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